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Digital eco-feminist, hyper elf, witch or devil, Melanie Bonajo challenges the traditional divisions between men and women, nature and technology. Through her videos, performances, photographs and installations, she studies subjects related to how technological advances and commodity based pleasures increase feelings of alienation, removing a sense of belonging in an individual. Captivated by concepts of the divine, Bonajo explores the spiritual emptiness of her generation, examines peoples’ shifting relationship with nature and tries to understand existential questions by reflecting on our domestic situation, ideas around classification, concepts of home, gender and attitudes towards value.

Since 2015, Melanie Bonajo has been working on her monumental Night Soil Trilogy, consisting of Night Soil - Fake Paradise (2014), Night Soil—Economy of Love (2015) and Night Soil - Nocturnal Gardening (2016). Night Soil is a trilogy of short documentaries presenting progressive (sometimes illegal) approaches through the portraits of ayahuasca consumers, sex worker activists or women farmers. Progress vs Regress was released in 2016, followed by Progress vs Sunsets in 2017. This new Trilogy examines extinction or endangerment of vulnerable groups through techno-capital development, but also extinction in an abstract sense, extinction of feelings and thoughts. TouchMETell is Bonajo’s most recent film (2019). In collaboration with Michael Beharie, Melanie Bonajo released a music album called Single Mother Songs from the End of Nature (2019), produced by Bonnefantenmuseum.

Melanie Bonajo will represent The Netherlands at the 59th Venice Biennale, 2022. She will be working with a curatorial team consisting of Maaike Gouwenberg, Geir Haraldseth and Soraya Pol. The work will be presented at the Chiesetta della Misericordia in the Cannaregio neighbourhood in Venice.

TouchMETell, 2019, HD video film,24:27 minutes, installation in collaboration with Théo Demans (film still)
Melanie Bonajo studied at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy and completed residencies at the Rijksakademie voor Beeldende Kunst in Amsterdam (2009-10) and at ISCP in New York (2014). She had her first international solo exhibition in FOAM, The Netherlands (2016). The Frankfurter Kunstverein followed with a major solo exhibition in 2017: ‘Single Mother Songs from the End of Nature’. In 2018, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht presented her solo exhibition ‘The death of Melanie Bonajo: how to unmodernize yourself and become an elf in 12 steps’. Melanie Bonajo’s work has been shown in international exhibitions throughout Europe, a.o; Kunsthaus Hamburg (2020); Kunsthaus Dresden (2020); Museum für Neue Kunst Freiburg, DE (2020); Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam (2019/20); Pori Museum (2019); Rencontres d’Arles, F (2019); Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2019); Guangzhou Triennial (2018/19); Kunsthalle Lingen (2019); Design Museum, Ghent (2019); Museum de Fundatie, Zwolle (2018/19); Museum Marta Herford (2018); Haus der Kunst, München (2018), Manifesta 12, Palermo (2018), Riga International Biennial of Contemporary Art (2018), Kunstsaele Berlin (2018); Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam (2018), Kunsthalle Basel (2016); Oude Kerk Amsterdam (2014/16) and numerous festivals such as Lowlands, Pinkpop, International Film Festival Rotterdam (IFFR), International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) and the Berlinale. Melanie Bonajo was nominated for the Nam June Paik Award (2018), the Prix de Rome (2017) and shortlisted for the 57th Venice Biennale (2016). Her film Night Soil - Economy of Love, won an IFFR Tiger Award (2016). Her work is a.o. in institutional collections of Frac, Ile-de-France, Pori Museum, Kiasma - Finnish National Gallery and Rijksmuseum Twenthe, Museum of Modern art Arnhem and the Bonnefantenmuseum, Maastricht.

Melanie Bonajo contributed to several art magazines, was creative editor of Capricious Magazine, and curated various shows, such as the QQC Performance Festival about pop music in visual arts at Paradiso, Amsterdam. She published several books, the most recent being: Matrix Botanica, numero 1 - Non-Human Persons, designed by Experimental Jetset and published by Capricious Publishing (New York). In 2013, she released an album with her band ZaZaZoZo (in collaboration with Joseph Marzolla) called Inua.
The video installation called TouchMETell allows children (and adults) to think and talk about intimacy, their limits and body awareness.

Melanie Bonajo and a group of children aged 6-8 investigate how they experience their own body and physical contact with others. Melanie uses open interview techniques and kinesthetic forms of play which take place in a soft, fuzzy, cuddly and multi-colored landscape of different formed objects.

‘What is sex? Does love have anything to do with sex? Can you feel emotional pain in your body? What are feelings? Are you ever lonely?’ Is a selection of the many questions Melanie asks the children while they push, hug, paint or stroke each other.

With TouchMETell Bonajo wants to initiate a discussion about boundaries, gender roles, physical autonomy and intimacy and the lack of physical contact in this digital age. We seem to have forgotten the language of the body. In a world where digital contact predominates, many of us are increasingly struggling with intimacy and defining boundaries and needs. What does the lump in my throat or the knot in my stomach tell me? Our proverbial language reveals the wisdom of the body, but how can we really learn to listen to it? TouchMETell offers a counterbalance in our digital culture and the current taboo around physical intimacy. What are limits? How do I discuss this with the other person? What is physical autonomy? What is love? All topics that are discussed and that help the children learn to trust each other. They discover the difference between giving and receiving. The work can be viewed in the same colorful and fluffy world that the children were interviewed in.
TouchMETell, installation view Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, 2019, HD video film, 24:27 minutes, installation in collaboration with Théo Demans
(photo: Wim Hanenberg)
*TouchMETell*, installation view Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, 2019, HD video film, 24:27 minutes, installation in collaboration with Théo Demans (photo: Wim Hanenberg)
TouchMETell, installation view Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, 2019, HD video film, 24:27 minutes, installation in collaboration with Théo Demans (photo: Wim Hanenberg)
TouchMETell, 2019, HD video film, 24:27 minutes, installation in collaboration with Théo Demans (film still)
Progress vs Sunsets - Re-formulating the Nature Documentary (2017)

Can we send ‘funny’ animal videos into space for aliens to discover the Earth’s ecosystem?

This and other questions are the ones that Bonajo investigates for the second part of her trilogy, Progress vs. Sunsets (2017), a trilogy examining extinction or endangerment of vulnerable groups through techno-capital development, but also extinction in an abstract sense, extinction of feelings and thought forms.

It seems our culture is tone deaf to the non-human world. How does animal representation online influence the prolonging of a species life in the “wild” or in captivity? Paying attention to the animal online tells us something about our own species future, about who is protected on this planet and who is not.

The lives of non-human animals and their online representation is closely interwoven and that is why the symbol of the animal has drastically changed over the past couple of years. The film “Progress vs Sunsets” illustrates how our relationship to nature has changed through the popularization of amateur-nature photography and film on the Internet. This is shown through the eyes and voice of children, the next generation, who seem to pinpoint and address easily the complicated issues around animal rights, bio-politics, dwindling resources, ecology, anthropomorphism in which Nature, as the ultimate other is seen as a utilitarian object outside of ourselves and the implications these ethics have on human desires, emotions, emotiveness and sentimentality towards ‘the others’.

On another level the film addresses how adults often prejudice and accompany systematic discrimination against young people, applying an adult model of thinking and being on a young child caused by a fear to the child’s view of self that trades on rejecting and excluding child-subjectivity, or magical non-dualistic way of thinking, which has always been excluded of Western thinking. This view holds that compassion depends on emotions, and that emotions lead to attachments. These emotions and attachments are traditionally perceived as irrational leading to vulnerability and consequent suffering within a state of acknowledging interrelatedness. This film points out the opposite. Affective connections, including empathy and compassion, have a rational and practical component and which if devaluated justify oppression and distorts our relationship to each other, with the earth and other animals and consequently our own survival as a species.

View Progress vs Sunsets:
vimeo.com/244425931
password: progress123
Progress vs Sunsets - Re-formulating the Nature Documentary, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view Melanie Bonajo: Single Mother Songs from the End of Nature, Frankfurter Kunstverein, 2017 (photo: N. Miguletz)
Progress vs Sunsets - Re-formulating the Nature Documentary, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
'Progress vs Sunsets - Re-formulating the Nature Documentary', installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view *Melanie Bonajo: Single Mother Songs from the End of Nature*, Frankfurter Kunstverein, 2017 (photo: N. Miguletz)
Progress vs Sunsets - Re-formulating the Nature Documentary, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018
(photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Progress vs Sunsets - Re-formulating the Nature Documentary, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view Freedom of Movement, Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Progress vs. Regress (2016)

*Progress vs. Regress* is a film about the ways modern inventions have changed social relationships, seen through the eyes of those almost one hundred years of age. This generation has lived through a century with the most sudden, widespread industrial, technological, and digital changes in the history of humankind.

*Progress vs. Regress* documents the most influential of these inventions with regards to how they shape us, our values, and investigates how the myth of progress affected and continues to affect attitudes towards labour, money, time and emotions. Embedded within the film lies the story of how we as a society cope with our elderly population. The generation born now grows up on a conveyer belt of inventions in the name of progress, while the elderly have no perceived economic value and are not taking part in our visual culture.

By providing an insider look into the lives of elderly homes and trying out various playful and humorous experiments, this film asks us to reshape our view of the elderly, to think about what kind of care we need to supply, what an old body needs, and simultaneously inform the young generation about the impact of inventions.

This film has been commissioned by HACKING HABITAT.

View Progress vs. Regress here: [https://vimeo.com/191942235](https://vimeo.com/191942235) password: progress123

*Progress vs. Regress*
2016, HD video, 53 minutes (film stills)
Progress vs. Regress
2016, HD video, 53 minutes (film still)
You have to look at the people who need help.

Progress vs. Regress
2016, HD video, 53 minutes (film still)
Progress vs Regress, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018
(photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
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Night Soil Trilogy

Night Soil is an experimental documentary in three parts showing the huge disconnection most Western people feel to nature. In a semi-documentary style Melanie Bonajo explores how people today tackle feelings of fragmentation and alienation head-on. The central characters in her videos are in search of new rituals, a different relationship with nature and a reassessment of ideas surrounding gender, with the aim of combating a gnawing sense of emptiness. It is far from rare for this to involve an illegal and alternative way of life that exists outside the established system. Bonajo portrays this with passion and elegance, and occasional bursts of absurdism, and she does not shrink from stepping into view herself. Beneath a layer of humour and apparent chaos lurks her ambivalent attitude to all kinds of technological and capitalist developments in modern society. Semi-documentary scenes alternate with hallucinogenic fragments that spring from Bonajo’s imagination. They are shaped by an intensive collaboration with the main characters. These are mainly women, because Bonajo believes their voices are insufficiently heard even today.

The Night Soil trilogy is presented in a total installation, made up of rooms with different atmospheres that completely submerge the visitor in the work. These psychedelic and hallucinatory spaces have been created by designers Clemence Seilles and Theo Demans.

Watch Melanie Bonajo speak about the Night Soil trilogy here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_YLkIa9Wdo

For a documentary on her way of working, click here.

Night Soil - Nocturnal Gardening, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view Melanie Bonajo: Single Mother Songs from the End of Nature, Frankfurter Kunstverein, 2017

(photograph: N. Miguletz)
Installation view entrance hall, design in collaboration with Théo Demans, Melanie Bonajo: Single Mother Songs from the End of Nature, Frankfurter Kunstverein, 2017 (photo: N. Miguletz)
Melanie Bonajo: In recent years there has been an expansion of a “medicine” called Ayahuasca. Ayahuasca is a psychedelic brew of various plant infusions. Its origin springs from ancient Amazon traditions. My question is: why have people born in Western culture started to re-use psychedelic plants as a mental, physical and spiritual medicine? How does this ancient tradition fit in to our contemporary lifestyle? What are the potentials and what are the consequences of its popularity?

The influence of “alternate states of consciousness” on a society within a religious, political and social context interests me. Hallucinogens have been around since the beginning of human culture. They have influenced the way society is shaped, how we define our relationship to one another. They have a long history as medicine, stimulating physical and mental healing. In most contemporary societies the use of hallucinogens is prohibited. The hypothesis I’d like to bring forward is that Ayahuasca can have a similar meaning for us today, as LSD did in the sixties. LSD influenced the rise of a counter culture that explored new ethical systems, sexual freedom, feminism, gay liberation, the peace-movement, anarchism, environmentalism, different ways of building relationships, revolutions in art and music, alternative economic models... It affected a fresh view on mental health and was used in an elaborate range of conscious experiments. It stimulated a visual, non-linear creativity that influenced visionary developments in technology and influenced the communal ethos of the early personal computing industry, and later the open source software movement.

Within contemporary, scientific psychedelic research and popular culture there is a huge lack of the female voice. Therefore, I mainly collect stories from women and during the process, try to figure out why this lack exists. It is often reported that individuals capable of gaining access to higher spiritual dimensions, or making contact with various spiritual or extra-dimensional beings, can act as guides or healers. Western civilization is a loaded gun pointed at the head of this planet. The plants propose us a system based on empathy, love, caring, new ways of defining unconsciousness and more, bringing forward a strong ecological consciousness to pragmatically make changes necessary for future generations (of all species) to live a healthy life on this planet.

Fake Paradise tries to draw a parallel between cyberspace and the psychedelic space, both places where we transcend our bodies. In the film the difference in ethics between these spaces is explored; how they influence each other, as in a post-enlightenment tutorial. Other subjects addressed are personal experiences, the natural versus the supernatural, the role of urban shamanism, the female, the psychedelic experience, the return of the feminine, sexuality, the sacred, narcissism, alternative medical systems, and, most important, ecology.

Watch the trailer of Fake Paradise here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpCxF5RgcLU&t=12s
View the entire film here: https://vimeo.com/116175657 (password: PlantSpiritLove)
Night Soil — Fake Paradise
2014, HD video, 33.9 minutes (film still)
Installation view Night Soil — Fake Paradise
De Appel, Amsterdam, 2014
Night Soil—Fake Paradise, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonojo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Night Soil—Fake Paradise, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Night Soil - Fake Paradise, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans and Carolin Giessner, exhibition view Haus der Kunst München, 2018
Night Soil — Economy of Love (2015)

Night Soil is an experimental documentary in three parts showing the huge disconnection most Western people feel to nature. In the first part, Fake Paradise (2014), the film shows a trend of people trying to find their way back into the “natural system” by having conversations with plants, exploring the cultural affect of hallucino-gens and human connection to nature. The second part, Economy of Love, questions the relationship between sex and spirit, body and mind, sensual appetites and transcendental aspirations, aiming to reflect on the multitude of ways in which human beings have struggled to make sense of themselves.

Night Soil — Economy of Love portrays a Brooklyn-based movement of female sex workers, regarding their work as a way for women to reclaim power in a male-dominated pleasure zone; their mission being to rearrange sexual conventions and ideas about intimacy itself. Often referring to Sumerian traditions of sacred prostitution, they believe that pleasing one’s sexual body is just as holy an action as pleasing one’s soul. Their standpoint is that sex is not obscene, but empowering; not pornographic, but an equally shared experience; not condemned, but enjoyed. In a mutually liberating utopia of activism they seek to embody temple prostitutes, who were believed to temporarily resemble goddesses while performing sex, thus elevating the male client towards a divine status as well.

Vivid imagery is accompanied by a spoken score, revealing Bonajo’s vision on contemporary spirituality and expectations surrounding gender roles by playful, sensual, and feminist-driven means. In a world where a swipe to the right on a smartphone can grant access to supermarket sex, where social media tend to create an alternate form of loneliness, and where we are increasingly disconnected from the physical world, Bonajo questions the complex relationships that exist within and without the natural world, challenging the traditional notions that divide nature, people, and technology. She looks to environmental activism and, in particular, how that activism is leveraged illegally against global capitalism.

View Economy of Love here: https://vimeo.com/139522929 (password: lovelove)
Night Soil — Economy of Love
2015, HD video, 32:46 minutes (film still)
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Night Soil—Economy of Love, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
(photo: N. Migueletz)
Night Soil — Economy of Love, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans and Celemence Seilles, exhibition view Next Level: Melanie Bonajo — Night Soil, FOAM, Amsterdam, 2016 (Photo: Christian van der Kooy)
Nocturnal Gardening portrays a group of women living by alternative norms and who have each, on their own, established communities. The women stand for sensitivity, connection, and communication with other communities, plants, animals and elements. They attune their energy to the ecosystem around them with an enhanced sensibility. They are friends with the Earth and dependent members of the community of Nature. They explore new ways of togetherness and do so in a pragmatic, personal way. Though they are revolted by the counterproductive insanity of our hoarder culture, in which everything is archived in a museum of dead things, they are not trying to destroy civilization, but rather experiment with different agreements. They all take great risks in their search through this wilderness. They are independent but share their messages as educators and activists in the most humble way. Each of them embraces social movements and self-organization, exploring spiritual anarchy and the solitary wild in their own way. All of them work in a way that might seem really hardcore, with vast amounts of knowledge — it takes a lot of commitment, compassion and patience for people to do so.

With love, beauty and a welcoming spirit, the women have created practical, well-developed environments to deal with land use, marginalized land and crop growing, bringing people together from previously traumatic situations — not the convenient agenda items. They apply measures that interrupt our current rules and speak for an anti-capitalist system of care. They all apply alternative systems of economy, such as bartering, sliding scales etc. The food we eat is such a vital source for reflection. It is a very practical place to reflect on justice and injustice because it is something that links and concerns us all — inside of us, in our mouths, in our hearts, in our toes, in our thoughts and behaviour. If you really think about the origin of your food, where it comes from, who made it, where it travelled before it reached your plate, a whole system of co-dependency and interconnectedness is presented to you. The film Nocturnal Gardening is a conversion of human psychic content into a imagery that enhances our moral landscape for our own decision making, both in terms of ecology and interdependent values, as well as in the care for ourselves, our neighbours, and our earth.

Watch Nocturnal Gardening here: https://vimeo.com/182490774 (password: plantlovetalk)
Night Soil — Nocturnal Gardening
2016, HD video, 49:47 min (film still)
Night Soil—Nocturnal Gardening, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view Next Level: Melanie Bonajo — Night Soil, FOAM, Amsterdam, 2016
(Photo: Christian van der Kooy)
Night Soil—Nocturnal Gardening, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Night Soil—Nocturnal Gardening, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Night Soil—Nocturnal Gardening, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonojo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Night Soil—Nocturnal Gardening, installation design in collaboration with Théo Demans, exhibition view The Death of Melanie Bonajo, Bonnefantenmuseum Maastricht, 2018 (photo: GJ. Van Rooij)
Performance

At *Do Disturb* festival at Palais de Tokyo in April 2019, Bonajo presented a new musical performance on the future of human species, and of the Earth itself. Bonajo activates her films *Night Soil / Fake Paradise* and *Night Soil / Economy of Love* with performance and music (in collaboration with producer/composer Michael Beharie) and plants by a new character: MatrixxBotanica.

The subject matter consisted in: Sexuality, Ecology, Technology, Gender, Future. Having as backdrop on a screen the film *Night Soil / Fake Paradise* and *Night Soil / Economy of Love*, Melanie Bonajo creates with her musical performance a visionary situation: 30 years from now, in 2047, human-induced climate change will lead to a catastrophic, unnatural disaster causing the extinction of one-fourth of the Earth’s species and surrounding us with an ocean that will have turned into an empty water bottle theme park. The fresh GMO chicken on our plates will joke with us before being eaten, and the transcribed brain waves of the last elephants and dolphins will have been transcoded into a human language and published as critical theory for extreme environmental survival study groups. Everywhere we look, nature is a mess, both materially and conceptually. Has nature become a dystopian wellness hell or an industrial spa only to preserve the biotic or our microorganisms?

In this new musical, engaging performance we make an appeal to the imagination to speculate on the future of the human species, and of the Earth itself. Will we be willing to sacrifice our comfort for the benefit of everyone? Are we glorifying a form of naturalism as our true state, or are we accepting ourselves as a techno-species with all its possible opportunities and consequences?
You might remember the public outcry that resulted from the studies showing that millennials are not having sex anymore, as they are receiving the same dopamine kick from their technological devices that previous generations got from sex. How could we blame them?

The political urgency of this performance is manifold, and we will be asking pertinent questions in relation to intimacy and ecology such as: Why should every man be fucked in the ass? How did Freud's vibrator therapies to treat "hysteric" women evolve into pharmaceutical antidepressant drugs that decrease sex drive and climax? What happens when we are no longer touched? Do we turn into artificial intelligence subjects, moving farther and farther from our natural bodies?

Bonajo’s musical performance is an appeal to the imagination to speculate on the future of the human species, and of the Earth itself. Will we be willing to sacrifice our comfort for the benefit of everyone? Do we artificially need to re-awake all the burned witches from the death to unlearn the patriarchy in a non-hierarchical areal educational system. Are we glorifying a form of naturalism as our true state in which we awaken ourselves to our innate-truth through self-help comedy, or are we accepting ourselves as a techno-species without gender, cultural heritage and all its possible opportunities and consequences?
Do Disturb festival, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2019 (photo: Ayka Lux)
Do Disturb festival, (with Night Soil—Economy of Love) Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2019 (photo: Ayka Lux)
Do Disturb festival, (with Night Soil—Economy of Love) Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2019 (photo: Ayka Lux)
Melanie Bonajo’s *Pilgrimage with the Animals* proposes a space in which we can communicate through the senses. Attempting to create a sense of unity with the creatures with whom we share the planet, the performance challenges the forms of relationships that humans build with the animal world, asking whether we can move beyond a sense of reverence for the animal, the rainforest, the mountain or the wilderness towards a more concrete ethics of shared experience and solidarity. Bonajo asks: Would you like a baby elephant in your garden? Is anger a right only humans have? At what convenience do you love animals? Are all animals actors in a human landscape? Do all animals in the zoo need to meet each other? Did you ever feel like you are/ could be possessed or owned? Will some of our thoughts and feelings go extinct along with the species vanishing from our lives? Do new kinds of violence surface due to new kinds of care? Pilgrimage with the Animals is performed by Patricia Bardi, Izabella Finch, Daniel Hernandez, Anthony Goh, Edoardo Mozzanega and Rozalind Holgate Smith, with new music by the composer Michael Beharie.
Matrix Botanica — Biosphere above Nations (2013)

Matrix Botanica touches upon the issue that all people are indigenous from somewhere and belonging, alongside all other life forms, to the Earth. In the video the Voice of Nature reflects upon us humans. She explains how she sees us and the many misunderstandings and interpretations which are caused by Western philosophical frame-work, especially the absurd construction of placing human identity “outside” nature. Nature as the protagonist, becomes a character with personhood, one who the viewer can identify with. Through music the listener can feed in to the image and identity of Nature. The narrative of the video is completely based on an experience on the psychedelic medicine called Ayahuasca.

Matrix Botanica re-shapes contemporary human/plant/animal rituals in a desacralized global society. Trying to remake relations with nature on the basis of recognising them not as “things” but as creative, self-directed, originative others. To care for things such as trees, rivers, forests, grasses and mountains as friends is a commitment everybody will grow from. While disbanding human identity as only minimally and accidentally connected to the earth, a ritual is created in which “re-earthing” is used for Modern individuals to intuitively gain a stronger eco-centric perspective in a more connected universe.

Matrix Botanica has been conceived as performance and video work.

View Matrix Botanica here: https://vimeo.com/78829635 (password: matrix)
Matrix Botanica — Biosphere above Nations
2013, one-channel video projection, 22:25 minutes (film still)
Matrix Botanica — Biosphere above Nations
2013, one-channel video projection, 22:25 minutes (film still)
**Dream Station Space** (2013)

Hovering off the ground, *Dream Station Space* is a geodesic-framed pavilion designed to bring people closer to the skies — to dream about the future. To give them an extra boost, the frame supports a trampoline to encourage physical reflection. The dome is partially clad to suggest a relic that has fallen from space, resting in the tree branches. The geodesic *Dream Station Space* is born from Bonajo’s interest for alternative ways of living and how our society is organized around ideas of comfort, technology and the well-being of nature. In *Dream Station Space* you will be transported into a performative healing, based on the concepts of Relaxation Revolution.

Video of *Dream Station Space*:
[https://vimeo.com/82668065](https://vimeo.com/82668065)
When I woke up this morning after watching Avatar for the first time yesterday, the world seemed... grey. It was like my whole life, everything I’d done and worked for, lost its meaning. It just seems so... meaningless. I still don’t really see any reason to keep... doing things at all. I live in a dying world.”

These are the words of one moviegoer posted on an Avatar forum. A recent article on CNN reveals that some people who saw the movie Avatar feel depressed and even suicidal over the idea that the utopian, beautiful world of Pandora does not exist on Earth. The movie’s “eco-psychological” undertones appeal to our desire for a better connection to our world, for a more sustainable relationship with the Earth that would allow the possibility of the kind of beauty and prosperity that’s depicted in the movie.

One can see the protagonist in Manimal as one of the males from the forum. Yearning for a deeper connection to life he goes out and tries to equalize with other living on this planet. Human beings need a connection to the natural world in order to feel mentally healthy and whole. Whether that connection is a pet, a garden, a tree or a nearby park—it doesn’t matter. Manimal speaks about this urge for reconnection with the others and the natural. It challenges business managers to focus on the connections of life and enquire the inner-life when thinking about profit.

Manimal (2012)
2012, HD video, 4:28 minutes (film still)
Manimal
2012, HD video, 4:28 minutes (film still)
Manimal
2012, HD video, 4:28 minutes (film still)
**Genital Panik — An Event for Equality (2012)**

The piece *Genital Panik* consists of an open call to participate in an event for equality. In this happening, the participators were asked to sacrifice their shame.

Bonajo: The objective of the gathering was to re-think our approach towards equality in an active way. Its intention was to eliminate the passive gaze with which we approach art, stimulating instead a participatory act in need for a physical entrance. Because changing perception is not merely a question of turning the tables or changing the language. The piece is a re-enactment of Valie Export’s *Genital Panik* (1968). Instead of the gun she holds, I used colour to paint the genitals. By doing so, I aim to free the genitals from their socially and sexually loaded meaning as an object back into a symbol. The colour stands for a playful redefinition of innocence and the freedom of prejudgment. I used the idea of the action-pants as a metaphor for focus. Where does our gaze rest?
Genital Panik — An Event for Equality
performance, De Appel Arts Center, Amsterdam, 2012
Herstories of the (Social) Naked Body (2012)

The fear of the woman is a fear of the impulses they arouse and the forces they stand for. In the history of art (and culture) the female figure is not seen as actual, limited beings in the world with their own wishes and problems, but as fantasy figures, angels or witches, beauty icons and sexual fantasies, elementals with all the spiritual power of whatever emotions they represent. “A woman is an internal part of a man’s life” (Rousseau). How can that part assume independence and start to act on its own?

In this particular project, the female figure breaks free from her representation and reclaims her image as her own. External power is important here only in so far as it shapes institutions which work to pre-text the fantasies of the dominant group. Had women been that group, they would no doubt have expressed their own fantasies institutionally in the same way. Research concludes that the ideals of body language and body forms have never been so different between the sexes as they are today. In order to open a discussion beyond gender identification and to complete a more spiritual approach towards male female archetypical qualities the figures try to fuse into a hybrid shape representing both or none.
Herstories of the (Social) Naked Body
2012, video/photo, 4:08 minutes
Progress (2011-ongoing)

Ongoing series of protests in natural surroundings pointing towards environmental conditions, human’s attitude to nature, and ideas about transformative power structures. Revolution as a concept is brought forward not exclusively as an outward condition, but most of all an inner condition.
Your Karma is Leaking
2012, c-print, framed, 29 x 39 cm
Progress vs. Regress
2011, performance
*Furniture Bondage (2009)*

These photographs focus on how our domestic life creates our identity and shapes our future, the relationships that human beings have with the environment, both private and public, and the desire to create harmony within this. The images in this series combine seemingly opposing elements, nude figures with disposable objects; but when combined, these figures become a fusion of the individual and the material, becoming a hybrid that expresses our modern age.

View *Furniture Bondage* here:  
[https://vimeo.com/71881704](https://vimeo.com/71881704)  
(password: diversion)

*Furniture Bondage (Özlem)*  
2008 c-print, 145 x 177 cm

*Furniture Bondage (Lilly)*  
2008 c-print, 145 x 177 cm
Furniture Bondage (Hanna)
2007, c-print, 149 x 120 cm

Furniture Bondage (Anne)
2007, c-print, 152 x 110 cm
AKINCI

Furniture Bondage (Janneke)
2007, c-print, 149 x 120 cm

Furniture Bondage (Katja)
2008, c-print, 130 x 104 cm
Modern Life of the Soul (2008)

This project, in collaboration with Kinga Kielczynska, combines different elements that document the existence of a community in a primeval forest on the eastern border of Poland. This new movement turned their back to modern civilization. They oppose Darwinian theory. The cult members believe that people derive from plants and are trying to reverse evolution by living like them. They create a “new future” based on the concept of future regress. Modern Life of the Soul resulted in both a self-published book as well as a series of photographs.
Modern life of the Soul (Vision of Quest), 2007, c - print framed, 91 x 66 cm
Modern Life of the Soul (After the Afterlife)
2007, c-print, framed, 91 x 66 cm
Modern Life of the Soul (Re-appearanc of Dawn)
2007, c-print framed, 123 x 100 cm
Modern Life of the Soul (Fatal Flower Garden)
2007, c-print, framed, 57.5 x 84.5 cm
Thank you for hurting me. I really needed that... (2005-ongoing)

One emphasis of Bonajo’s artistic interest is handling emotions. For the photo series Thank you for hurting me. I really needed that... she photographed herself, over the course of several years, whenever she was sad or feeling hurt. In this way, Bonajo counteracted the conventional, good-mood photograph with a ritual of misery and tearfulness. But while the serial nature of these works already diminishes the pathos, the title refers to the fact “that feelings of discomfort are natural, sometimes we cause them ourselves, and ultimately the responsibility for our states of emotion lies in our own hands”.

(Karin Schulze in Living Like Plants, 2012)
Installation view *Thank you for hurting me. I really needed that...* at Give Me Yesterday, curated by Francesco Zanot Osservatorio, Fondazione Prada’s Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, Milan
(Courtesy Fondazione Prada)
Can we send funny animal pictures to space for aliens to discover the Earth’s ecosystem? Our enormous access to animal pictures on the Internet tramples our awareness that only humans possess self-awareness, language, culture, land and customs. But when does a lion stop being a lion? How are typical Nature photography categories designed by the hands of science replaced by the images of amateurs who document the disappearing surroundings of wildlife by ever expanding urbanization? As a result, do we need complete revised scientific categories for these images?

For 10 years, Melanie Bonajo has collected thousands of animal pictures online. This book is her exploration of these questions. *Non-Human Persons* is the first instalment of Bonajo’s new publication series, *Matrix Botanica*, designed by Experimental Jetset.
Spheres explores the relationship of the individual to its surroundings in a commodified, globalized culture uncovering how our ideas of identity, nature and value formed by conventions are ever shifting to feelings of uncertainty and instability.

In this publication these issues are approached by trying to newly create, to turn around overpowering views and conditions that are today so influenced by our consumer society and tries to get nearer to traits that are rooted in human nature.
1 Question, 3 Rooms, 9 possible Answers explores the way irrationality and spirituality become a manual for survival for the alienated human. Searching for a balance between opposites it looks for ingredients which can make spirituality believable. The publication exams the intrinsic value of domestic mysticism where clichés seem to give face to the disenchanted world of the modern human.

Including works by: Shana Moulton, Özlem Atin, Simone Gilges, Bianca Casady, Alexandr Leykauf, Sabina, Maria van der Linden, Kinga Kielczynska, Joseph Marzolla and Emmeline de Mooij.
Völkerschau
Catalogue with manipulated barite prints
photographed in Zoo (2008-ongoing)
278x235 mm/16 pp
Published by Capricious Publishing
2009

Völkerschau reflects on the way people treat animals by drawing parallels between idea’s of early colonialism, human zoo’s and contemporary attitudes towards animals. It warns of a future in which animals no longer exist, and have permanently moved their existence into the sphere of symbols. Due to the loss, people will sanctify animals. Ghosts of the past will fuse with the ghosts of the future, creating a cultural negative in which the mirror with a memory reflects not the past, but presents a desperate need for it; and mankind will keep merging himself more and more with the machine.
These photographs focus on how our domestic life creates our identity and shapes our future, the relationships that human beings have with the environment, both private and public, and the desire to create harmony within this.

The images in this series combine seemingly opposing elements, nude figures with disposable objects, but when combined these figures become a fusion of the individual and the material, becoming a hybrid that expresses our modern age.
This project brings together various aspects concerning the part of human nature suppressed in our daily existence and tries to prove that the foundation of human nature is instinct, because human is essentially a part of nature. The participants enter into a state of the ‘Bush-Soul’ by following a strict set of rules. This ‘bush’ tendency is already inherent in our nature, but via the ritual, it becomes much more dominant.

In this way, the participants regain consciousness of the violent, instinctual, animalistic drives erupting from deep within. The periodic actions, tasks and exercises performed lead eventually to identification and inhabitation in which the line between fact and fiction vaporizes. The participants experience the possibility to reconnect to the foundation of human nature, and are able to integrate the outcome of this experience in a more complete understanding of existence.
This project combines different elements that document the existence of a community in a primeval forest on the eastern border of Poland. This new movement turned their back to modern civilization. They oppose Darwinian theory. The cult members believe that people derive from plants and are trying to reverse evolution by living like them. They create a “new future” based on the concept of future regress.
I have a Room with Everything
Monograph
270x210 mm/115 pp
Published by Capricious Publishing
2008
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